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ABSTRACT A wide variety of methods have been developed to predict the posture of the human body
at a given point in time based on data on previous movements. More recently, prediction models based on
deep learning have become a topic of active research and development. In this study, we adopt the strategy of
separating spatial and temporal information based on an existing STGCNmodel to extract features effectively
in both space and time, and we analyzed the effects of signed or unsigned and directed or undirected forecasts
of the positions of human joints with this approach. We propose a method using an encoder based on a
modified graph adjacency matrix in a graph convolutional network model and focus especially on the terms
of the signs and directions of data on the locations of the joints in space and time. We also introduce a global
residual block. The results of an experimental evaluation of our proposed method showed that we obtained
better performance by applying the signed and directed features independently to the spatial and temporal
adjacency matrices. The proposed model exhibited noticeable improvements in several aspects. In future
research, we expect these features of the modified adjacency matrix to help learning models understand the
correlation between symbols and directions for various actions and poses.

INDEX TERMS Graph convolutional networks (GCN), spatial temporal graph convolutional networks
(STGCN), 3D datasets, human pose prediction, directional & symbolic method, human joints key points.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human pose prediction techniques have been developed to
predict future poses based on previous movements. These
methods have been adopted for various applications such
as human-computer interaction, autonomous driving, and
medical teleoperation. Conventional methods such as hid-
den Markov models (HMMs) [21] and Gaussian process
dynamical models (GPDMs) [2] provide good results for
simple actions, and deep learning models using recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) [1], [3] have shown better results
for complex actions. However, RNN models represent 3D
data as vectors, and errors tend to accumulate with deeper
sequential processing, which limits their effectiveness for
pose prediction tasks; RNNmodels can overfit the input data.
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In human posture prediction, interactions between joints and
the feature information of each joint play a key role [7],
and the adjacency matrix and feature matrix used by graph
convolutional network (GCN) models can respectively con-
tain the information on relationships between joints and the
feature information of each joint well [7]. In this study,
we proposed a newmodel based on a spatiotemporal GCN [5]
to predict human poses from 3D datasets by separating
spatial and temporal information [4] with a directional and
symbolic adjacency matrix to extract spatial and tempo-
ral features followed by a temporal convolutional network
(TCN) model to predict future poses. Given the nature of
information on the positions of nodes representing human
joints in space and time contained in a sequence of image
frames [5], [7], we apply a spatiotemporal adjacency matrix
to represent spatiotemporal features. To explore the intercon-
nectivity between joints represented by the spatiotemporal
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adjacency matrix, we performed directional [15] and sym-
bolic [14] exploration of the information on relationships
between the human joints contained in some benchmark
datasets and experimentally evaluated our proposed direc-
tional and symbolic method. This method is inspired by
the signed [14] and directed [15] approach mentioned by
Sofianos et al. in their work on a space-time separable GCN
(STS-GCN) model [4], and combined with the method of
using separate spatial and temporal adjacency matrices, our
proposed method can separate the spatiotemporal adjacency
matrix into temporal and spatial adjacency matrices to resist
spatiotemporal crosstalk well [4]. The initial intention of
subdividing the spatiotemporal adjacency matrix into sep-
arate matrices for temporal and spatial dimensions is the
same as that of adopting directionality and significance for
temporal and spatial dimension adjacency matrices; both
subdivide a higher-dimensional adjacency matrix into two
lower-dimensional adjacency matrices to predict the posi-
tions of joint nodes representing the human body. We trained
the proposed model using the Human3.6M [6] and AMASS
datasets, and the results were verified using 3DPW.We found
that the multidimensional correlation of human joints in
time and space and the variation process of spatiotemporal
adjacency matrices in the model were not clearly compre-
hensible in the mathematical forms provided in previous
related works. Hence, we collated graph theories on this
topic provided in the relevant literature [7], [10], [11], [20]
the correlations between them along with related mathe-
matical inference methods to describe the variation process
of spatial-temporal adjacency matrices on the 3D dataset.
The results of an experimental evaluation of our proposed
model showed that it exhibited better performance on the
Human3.6M and AMASS datasets and approached the per-
formance of a space-time separable GCN on the 3DPW
dataset.

II. RELATED WORK
Almost all prior research on predicting the posture of
the human body has focused on representing poses using
3D coordinates, and many related works have encoded
a representation of the degree of joint connectivity with
GCN models [7], [8]. However, basic GCN models can-
not represent spatiotemporal dimensions sufficiently with
a basic adjacency matrix. Hence, to represent the infor-
mation about the degree of joint connectivity of a human
pose in spatial-temporal dimension, STGCN [5] adopted
a spatiotemporal adjacency matrix to represent the posi-
tions of the joints in spatial and temporal dimensions and
showed good performance. Because STGCN models fuse
the temporal and spatial dimensions into a single spatiotem-
poral dimension represented by a spatiotemporal adjacency
matrix, they cannot distinguish the features of poses in
the two dimensions clearly. To solve this problem, Sofi-
anos et al. proposed an STS-GCN [4] model to separate a
spatial-temporal adjacency matrix into temporal and spatial
adjacency matrices. Their results showed that subdividing

a complex higher-dimensional problem into its constituent
dimensions was effective in pose prediction tasks.

Pose prediction methods provided in the literature may
be categorized as either relying on traditional algorithms or
adopting new approaches based on deep learning. HMMs
and GPDMs have exhibited better performance than other
such methods for these tasks. HMMs are a Kalman filter-like
method for describing a process state using discrete ran-
dom variables. GPDMs use a Gaussian process to simulate
time-series data to predict future poses.

Among methods based on deep learning, RNN and long
short-term memory (LSTM) models have shown better per-
formance on traditional time series prediction tasks. RNNs
process data with temporal relationships by simultaneously
considering information from all time steps in a given
sequence and making predictions at the current time step
based on previous information. However, for longer dura-
tions, data from the previous time steps may not convey
sufficient information to make predictions accurately, which
is known as the problem of long-term dependencies. LSTM
models are a type of RNN designed to address this problem.
CNN models have also been applied for pose prediction
tasks [19], and TCN models have shown better perfor-
mance than methods based on RNNs [16]. Based on these
findings, the proposed approach is based on a simplified
TCN model.

III. BACKGROUND
A. BACKGROUND ON GNNS
Many types of GNN [10] models based on graph theory
have been developed. In this study, we consider GNNs in
terms of recurrent graph neural networks (RecGNNs) [7],
convolutional graph neural networks (ConvGNNs) [7], and
spatiotemporal graph neural networks (STGNNs) [7] to illus-
trate GNNs briefly.

RecGNNs assume that the nodes within a graph con-
tinually exchange messages with a single neighbor until a
balanced state is established. In contrast, ConvGNNs con-
vert convolutional operations on grid data into convolutional
operations on graph data, and STGNNs take both spatial
and temporal relationships into account, as does the STGCN
model used in the proposed approach. That is, graph convo-
lution captures spatial relationships, whereas RNN and CNN
models are used to handle temporal dependencies [5], [7].

B. BACKGROUND ON GCNS
ConvGNNs can be categorized as spectral [7], [11] or
spatial [7], [11] methods. Graph convolutions in spectral
approaches use filters [11] inspired by graph signal process-
ing that use convolutions to remove noise from graph signals
effectively.

Graph convolutions in spatial approaches adopt concepts
from RecGNNs [7] to perform graph convolutions through
the propagation of information. Specifically, similar to the
conventional CNN convolution operation on images, the spa-
tial approach defines the convolution of the graph based
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on the spatial relation of the nodes. A grid image can be
considered as a particular kind of graph specified with each
pixel serving as a node and connected to its neighboring
pixels. The convolution of a 3× 3 filter on the image takes a
weighted average of the values of the central node and that of
its neighbors.

Similarly, the spatial graph convolution operation involves
convolving the representation of a central node with that of its
neighbors into an updated representation of the central node.
This process effectively propagates information on the nodes
through the edges [10].

GCN models have been successfully adopted in previ-
ously independent approaches based on spectral and spatial
techniques [11] in which a graph convolutional operation is
used to propagate information between nodes in the graph
and extract features from the graph structure of data for
non-Euclidean structures. Approaches based on spatial char-
acteristics have been developed and widely adopted for their
better performance. Compared to data representing Euclidean
structures as used in conventional CNNs, GCN models retain
structural information from non-Euclidean data [7].

From the following derivation of mathematical relations of
GCN models given in Appendix B, we note that in methods
based on spectral characteristics, GCN models can also be
interpreted as spatial methods.

C. BACKGROUND ON STGCNS
STGNN models can be used to forecast the values of future
nodes or predict spatiotemporal graph labels.

STGNN models may be roughly divided into two cat-
egories including methods based on RNN and CNN
models [7]. STGCN models apply a CNN architecture for
action recognition based on the positions of the joints and
extend graph convolutional networks to spatiotemporal graph
patterns by capturing both the spatial and temporal depen-
dencies of a graph. The GCN model plays a crucial role both
mathematically and theoretically in correlating spectral and
spatial techniques.

Compared to GCN models that represent the local inter-
actions of the graph data, STGCN models add a temporal
dimension to model spatiotemporal interactions. Variations
are reflected in an adjacencymatrix, i.e., the adjacencymatrix
A = D−

1
2 (A + I )D−

1
2 in GCN becomes Ast in an STGCN

model on the basis of the temporal dimensions added to A,
Thus, the mathematical representation of the graphical con-
volution process in STGCN is given as follows.

H (l+1)
= σ (Ast−lX lW l) (1)

IV. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model is inspired by the method provided by
Sofianos et al. [4], in which spatial and temporal dimensions
are separated as proposed by Sofianos et al., which splits an
adjacency matrix fused into spatiotemporal dimensions into
two adjacency matrices At−l in the time dimension and As−l

in the spatial dimension.

In our proposed approach, an STS-GCN model is adopted
to process data structured as a graph that contains spatial
and temporal features. This type of data comprise two key
aspects, including spatial and temporal relationships [5].
While traditional STGCN models mainly deal with the rela-
tionship between temporal and spatial dimensions, STS-GCN
models solve this problem by separating the spatial and
temporal aspects to limit crosstalk [4] between data in the
temporal and spatial dimensions. This separation allows an
STS-GCN to capture both spatial and temporal features to
model spatial-temporal relationships more accurately.

Among methods to implement graph convolution, tra-
ditional GCN models perform graph convolution as given
in Eq.(1). In the proposed STS-GCN, because the input data
are multidimensional, i.e.,NCtV forN samples, an adjacency
matrix is used to convolve the CtV dimensions by Einstein
summation [4].
The process of Einstein summation differs for different

adjacency matrices, i.e., the spatial-temporal and spatial-
temporal separated adjacency matrices [4]. This process is
described in detail below for the different adjacency matrices.

In the Einstein summation process NCtV , WVtq →
NCqW , NCtV , Vtq → NCqV and NCtV , tVW → NCtW
for the space-time, time, and space dimensions, respectively.

The dimensions of NCtV , NCqW , NCqV , NCtW are [N d ,
Cd , T d , V d ], and the dimensions of WVtq are [V d , V d ,
T d , T d ], the dimensionality of Vtq is [V d , T d , T d ], and
the dimensions of tVW are [T d , V d , V d ]. Each element
NaCbqcWd in the NCqW matrix is obtained using Eq.(2).

NaCbqcWd =
∑T d

i=1

∑V d

j=1
NaCbtiVj×WdVjtiqc (2)

Each element NaCbqcVd in the NCqV matrix is obtained
by using Eq.(3) as given below.

NaCbqcVd =
∑T d

i=1
NaCbtiVd×Vd tiqc (3)

Each element NaCbtcWd in the NCtW matrix is obtained
by using Eq.(4).

NaCbtcWd =
∑V d

j=1
NaCbtcVj×tcVjWd (4)

where a takes values from 1 to N d , b takes values
from 1 to Cd , c takes values from 1 to T d , and d takes values
from 1 to V d .
In this work, [N d ,Cd , T d ,V d ] = [256, 3, 10, 22]. It should

be clear that the graph convolution process performed by
Einstein summation can convolve the input features with
the corresponding dimensions in the adjacency matrix more
effectively even for an adjacency matrix comprising multiple
dimensions because Einstein summation can represent mod-
eling spatiotemporal adjacency matrices as well as modeling
separated temporal and spatial adjacencymatrices.Moreover,
it is not limited to these three cases and can also be used
to model higher-dimensional relationships. Thus, Einstein
summation can be used more systematically in 3D or higher-
dimensional modeling [4].
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FIGURE 1. The spatial-temporal adjacency matrix in symbols and its representation on the joints of the figure.

In terms of the adjacency matrix, our proposed direc-
tional and symbolic method further explores the relationship
between keypoints on a skeleton model representing the
human body and an adjacency matrix in the two separated
dimensions to limit spatiotemporal crosstalk between the
temporal and spatial dimensions.

Because the dimensions of the input matrix [N d , Cd , T d ,
V d ] = [256, 3, 10, 22] and the dimensions of the spatiotem-
poral adjacency matrix [V d , V d , T d , T d ] = [22, 22, 10, 10]
are so large, providing an example of a figure to explain
the implications of the spatial-temporal adjacency matrix
on the human skeleton is relatively inconvenient. Therefore,
we assume the dimensions as [N d ,Cd , T d ,V d ] = [2, 3, 2, 4],
[V d , V d , T d , T d ] = [4, 4, 2, 2] and explain the implica-
tion of the spatiotemporal adjacency matrix on the human
skeleton as a method to deduce the relationship between the
human skeleton and the spatial-temporal adjacency matrix
in data with high dimensionality. Assuming [N d , Cd , T d ,
V d ] = [2, 3, 2, 4], [V d , V d , T d , T d ] = [4, 4, 2, 2], taking
the parts ofW1V1 andW2V4 as examples, the spatial-temporal
adjacency matrix and its representation on the joints of the
figure are as shown in Fig.1.

In this method, the spatial-temporal adjacency matrix
can represent not only the information associated with
nodes at different times but also that between different
nodes in time, i.e., the complex spatiotemporal information
between nodes is contained in the spatial-temporal adjacency
matrix.Assuming [N d , Cd , T d , V d ] = [2, 3, 2, 4], [V d , V d ,

T d , T d ] = [4, 4, 2, 2], taking the part ofV1 as an example, the
temporal adjacency matrix and its representation by symbols
on the joints in the figure are shown in Fig 2.1 of Fig 2,
and the spatial adjacency matrix and its representation by
symbols on the joints in the figure are shown in Fig 2.2
of Fig 2, assuming [N d , Cd , T d , V d ] = [2, 3, 2, 4], [V d ,
V d , T d , T d ] = [4, 4, 2, 2], and taking the part of V1 as an
example.

It may be observed from the figure that the temporal adja-
cency matrix can still indicate whether nodes are associated
at different times, and their degree of association can be
indicated by the temporal adjacency matrix At . However,
in contrast to the spatiotemporal adjacency matrix Ast , At

can only have association information on the same node at
different times, whereas different nodes can be associated at
different times in the Ast part, taking the part of W2V4 as an
example.

For the spatial adjacency matrix, the nodes can only have
associated information simultaneously, and the spatial adja-
cency matrix reflects the information on whether they are
associated and their degree of association. At the level of the
spatial adjacency matrix, this method of associating the infor-
mation between nodes is similar to the method of associating
information between the joints of a traditional GCN. It may
be noted that modeling the adjacency matrix by separating
spatial and temporal information can indeed restrain crosstalk
between temporal and spatial information. This countermea-
sure to prevent information crosstalk [4], that is, modeling
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FIGURE 2. The temporal adjacency matrix and an equivalent representation by symbols on the joints are shown in Fig 2.1, and a similar illustration
of the spatial adjacency matrix is shown in Fig 2.2.

FIGURE 3. The signed and undirected temporal adjacency matrix in Fig 3.1 and the unsigned and directed spatial adjacency matrix in Fig 3.2.

the adjacency matrices sequentially by separation, can enable
the model to learn information associated with joints more
effectively.

Thus, our proposed method is designed to allow the
model to learn information associated between joints more
effectively.
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FIGURE 4. The overall pipeline of the proposed model.

Suppose that V3 is a joint location on the arm and the
feature information of V3 is unchanged before and after a
given moment t2, and suppose V4 is the location of a joint
on the hand.

If the hand being modeled is performing a pushing motion
and its associated information t2V3W4 is assumed to be pos-
itive at the moment t2 from V3 to W4, then, at the moment
t2, V4 to V3, its associated information t2V4W3 are negative
in the simplest case, and the value of t2V3W4 is the same as
the value of t2V4W3. Moreover, the only difference is that
the positivity and negativity are reversed. In contrast, if the
hand being modeled is performing a pulling motion, based on
these assumptions and this logic, the value of t2V3W4 would
be negative and t2V4W3 would be positive.
Conversely, if we assume that t2V3W4 is negative for a

pushing motion, all the resulting positivity and negativity
are the opposite of the result of those implied by these
assumptions.

Given this complexity, for t2V3W4 and t2V4W3, although
their values may differ owing to the complex association
between the joints in complex space-time and the positivity
and negativity of their values may be equivalent, it may be
determined relatively easily that the positivity and negativity
of the value of the degree of association between joints are
the same even though the joints have a complex association
in complex space-time. Evenwith such complex associations,
the positive and negative values of the degree of association
vary with the sequence of the joints, which means that the

positive and negative values represent the same information
as the sequential values; that is, by removing the positive
and negative values and retaining only the sequential values,
information between the joints can be retained without any
distortion and redundancy can be eliminated. The benefit of
removing the positive and negative values and retaining the
sequential values is that overfitting resulting from redundancy
is obviously reduced in the learning process.

After applying this idea to process the spatial adjacency
matrix, we obtain unsigned and directed spatial adjacency
matrices as shown in Fig 3.2.

For the time dimension, as an example, in Fig 3.1, after
directionless processing, the symmetry of the data for V1t1q2
and V1t2q1 is maintained, which is represented in the figure
as removed directionality, i.e., the joint-to-joint information
is independent of the order of the starting and ending points in
the elements of the matrix, except for the diagonal.We handle
the data this way because the information between the joints
in the previous frame and those of the next frame should
intuitively give the same impression of taking the same size as
the information between the joints of the next frame and the
joints of the previous frame in the simplest case. The results
were found to be meaningful and exceeded the original SOTA
results.

As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed model consists of
a signed and undirected method, unsigned and directed
method, an STGCNwith X layers, a Simple TCNwith X lay-
ers, and a global residual layer [13].
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FIGURE 5. The results in terms of MPJPE on the Human3.6M dataset in 15 scenarios.
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FIGURE 6. Average results in terms of MPJPE on Human3.6M datasets (Average (HUMAN3.6M_MPJPE)), the average results based on
MPJPE metric on AMASS datasets (Average (AMASS_MPJPE)) and the average results based on MPJPE metrics trained with the
Human3.6M datasets and validated on the 3DPW datasets(Average (3DPW_MPJPE)).

To simplify the identity notation, the notations N d , Cd ,
T d , V d describing the dimensions are simplified to N , C ,
T , V , respectively. As shown in Fig. 4 and described in the
pseudocode provided in Appendix A, N input frames with
T frames are input into the proposed model, and we can
obtain the input features matrix with dimension NC1TV from
the N input frames with T frames. Then, the signed and
undirected temporal adjacency matrix with dimension VTT
and the unsigned and directed spatial adjacency matrix [14]
with dimension TVV are obtained by the signed and undi-
rected method and the unsigned and directed method [15],
respectively.

Combined with the input feature matrix above, the opera-
tion is performed in the STGCN model, and the process of
this operation is shown in detail in the pseudocode presented
in Appendix A. Specifically, in the feedforward process,
steps 4-7 comprise the operation of the global residual layer,
and steps 10-15 comprise the processing method we adopted
for the temporal and spatial adjacency matrix, i.e., the signed
undirected and unsigned directed methods. Steps 16-20 indi-
cate the operations of the STGCN layer, i.e., the signed
and undirected temporal adjacency matrix obtained after the
processing is graphically convolved with the input feature
matrix and then graphically convolved with the unsigned and
directed spatial adjacency matrix.

As described in Appendix A, steps 4-7 are a global residual
process. In Fig. 4, corresponding to the parts of a single
STGCN layer, the dimensional transformation process is
shown in detail in Appendix C, except for the temporal and
spatial graph convolution operation on the input features
matrix, a residual module is added at the stage of the archi-
tecture in which the input feature matrix enters the STGCN
layer, and the common convolution operation is performed
in the residual module, i.e., Conv2DI , and H (l)

NCl+1QW
are

obtained. The common convolution operation Conv2DI is
also performed after the input features matrix completes the
temporal and spatial graph convolution operation, i.e., when
H (l+1)
NClQW is obtained.

Then, H (l)
NCl+1QW

and H (l+1)
NClQW are calculated by the resid-

ual module and summed to obtain the output H (l+1)
NCl+1QW

,
which is used as the input of the next layer of the

STGCN model. These operations are repeated until the
loop ends.

Thus, steps 10-20 encode the signal. In the remaining
decoding process, a simple TCN is utilized to predict the
next Tl+1 frames. The first layer of the TCN part of the
architecture comprises aConv2DII convolutional layer with a
residual module added to each of the remaining three layers,
which are composed ofConv2DII convolutional layers. Thus,
steps 23-29 perform decoding.

Finally, the output XO andH (l)−global
NCQW are obtained from the

results of the decoding steps and the global residual process,
respectively.

We utilized the Human3.6M and AMASS benchmark
datasets to train the model based on the mean per-joint posi-
tion error (MPJPE) coordinate-based joint prediction metric
and evaluated the performance of our proposedmethod on the
3DPW dataset.

V. EXPERIMENTS
After training our proposed model according to the strat-
egy described above, we conducted experiments on the
Human3.6M dataset for the human skeleton forecasting task.
For a fair comparison with existing methods, we adopted
the conventional approach to categorize the human body in
motion with a skeleton in common forecasting scenarios. The
results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate that our proposed
approach performed better compared to an STS-GCN model
on long- and short-term human pose prediction tasks in each
section in terms of the evaluation metric MPJPE on both the
Human3.6M and AMASS datasets. We validated the effect of
the 3DPWdataset in themodel trained on the AMASS dataset
and found that it exceeded the original results on sections
160-720 and showed a close approximation to the original
model in the other parts. This shows that the matrix pro-
cessing in our proposed model based on the significance and
directionality of the adjacency matrices was able to extract
features necessary for prediction with the separated temporal
and spatial adjacency matrices, which allowed the model to
learn associations between nodes in the temporal and spatial
dimensions more effectively. This enabled it to predict human
poses based on positions of the joints more accurately than
previous methods.
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FIGURE 7. Mathematical Derivation of GCN.
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FIGURE 8. The Process of Transformation of single STGCN Layer.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have proposed an approach based on a
GCN model for human pose prediction tasks that focuses on
the symbolism and directionality of keypoints representing
human joints in the temporal and spatial dimensions in the

task of human pose prediction. Our experimental results show
that the undirected processing in the temporal dimension and
unsigned processing in the spatial dimension of the adja-
cency matrix enabled our proposed model to perform better
than previous methods. That is, our method extracted more
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TABLE 1. Table of Notations used in Paper.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of Feedforward Process

1 H (1)
NC1TV

← XI
2 C = [C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9]

= [3, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 64, 128, 3],

T = [T1,T2,T3,T4,T5]

= [10, 25, 25, 25, 25]

3 L1 = 9,L2 = 4

4 H (1)−global
NT1CV

← Permute[0,2,1,3](XI )

5 H (2)−global
NT2CV

← Conv2DIII[(1×1×T1)×T2](H
(1)−global
NT1CV

)

6 H (1)−global
NTCV ← H (2)−global

NT2CV

7 H (1)−global
NCTV ← Permute[0,2,1,3](H

(1)−global
NTCV )

8 for l = 1 to L1 do

9 for ∀v ∈ V do

10 stdv_t ← 1
/√

T

11 At−(l)(s, d)← uniform(−stdv_t, stdv_t)

12 At−(l)(s, d)← (At−(l)(s, d)+ At−(l)(s, d)T )
/
2

13 stdv_s← 1
/√

V

14 As−(l)(s, d)← uniform(−stdv_s, stdv_s)

15 As−(l)(s, d)← abs(As−(l)(s, d))

16 H (l+1)
NClQW ← σ (As−(l)TVW (s, d)(At−(l)VTQ (s, d)H (l)

NClTV )W
(l))

17 H (l+1)
NCl+1QW

← Conv2DI[(1×1×Cl )×Cl+1](H
(l+1)
NClQW )

18 H (l)
NCl+1QW

← Conv2DI[(1×1×Cl )×Cl+1](H
(l)
NClQW )

19 H (l+1)
NCl+1QW

← Residual(H (l+1)
NCl+1QW

,H (l)
NCl+1QW

)

20 H (l)
NClTV ← H (l+1)

NCl+1QW

21 end

22 end
23 H (l)

NTlCV ← Permute[0,2,1,3](H
(l)
NClTV )

24 H (l+1)
NTl+1CV

← Conv2DII[(3×3×Tl )×Tl+1](H
(l)
NTlCV )

25 H (l)
NTlCV ← H (l+1)

NTl+1CV

26 for l = 2 to L2 do

27 H (l+1)
NTl+1CV

← Conv2DII[(3×3×Tl )×Tl+1](H
(l)
NTlCV )

28 H (l+1)
NTl+1CV

← Residual(H (l+1)
NTl+1CV

,H (l)
NTlCV )

29 H (l)
NTlCV ← H (l+1)

NTl+1CV

30 end
31 H (l)

NTCV ← H (l)
NTlCV

32 H (l)
NCTV ← Permute[0,2,1,3](H

(l)
NTCV )

33 H (l)
NCTV ← Residual(H (l)

NCTV ,H (1)−global
NCTV )

34 XO← H (l)
NCTV

useful information about the correlations between joints and
learned to predict their positions in space and timemore accu-
rately and allows the model to learn this information better.

Such refinement opens up a new avenue for further research
on human pose prediction, andwe hope that ourmathematical
reasoning and the discussion of GCN and STGCN models in
the present work will prove useful as a starting point.

In the future, we plan to continue to improve the proposed
model using the strategies described in this study. In particu-
lar, we plan to consider integrating a GATmodel [12] or other
attentional mechanisms [9], [17] in the encoder and adopting
a better predictionmodule in the decoder. To this end, we plan
to explore the application of TCNmodels for pose prediction.

APPENDIX A
See Algorithm 1.

APPENDIX B
See Fig. 7.

APPENDIX C
See Fig. 8.

APPENDIX D

See Table 1.
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